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DOCUMENT 2071: TYPE 32 ETHERIC RESONANCE UNIT OPERATIONS MANUAL
CODEWORD: MOONGLOW ABLE / QUARTZ / 2-67
PUBLICATION DATE: 16 November 2015
OFFICE OF ORIGIN: (U) Geomancy Research Unit (QUARTZ 1066)
The following document is classified MOONGLOW ABLE and QUARTZ 1066. If you are not cleared
for information classified MOONGLOW ABLE and QUARTZ 1066, discontinue reading this document
immediately and report to your section head or operational security liaison. Failure to comply is
punishable as treason under 18 U.S.C. § 792.
1. (TS//SI) The Type 32 Etheric Resonance Unit (MOONGLOW ABLE) employs geomantic techniques
to enhance and magnify etheric resonance psychotronic activity. Refer to the files MOONGLOW
FOXTROT and GLOWWORM for additional information on MOONGLOW ABLE operating
principles.
2. (TS//SI//REL) MOONGLOW ABLE is intended only for use by personnel who are certified in
psychotronic systems operation. This document is not a substitute for psychotronic systems training.
3. (TS//OCC//SI//REL) The following diagrams depicting MOONGLOW operational principles are
reproduced from the original GLOWWORM document for illustrative purposes only.

4. (TS//SI) The core of each MOONGLOW ABLE unit is a specially-prepared crystalline resonator
which vibrates in the 220 - 280 µG band. This crystal is prepared in accordance with the QUARTZ
1066 Standard 1357. Before operation, inspect the resonator and ensure that it has not been damaged
structurally and that the psychotronic resonance remains in phase with primary telluric currents.
5. (TS//SI//REL) Prior to operation, ensure that the MOONGLOW ABLE operation area has been
cleared of all psychotronically active materials (e.g. BLACK HORIZON, MERCURY BLUE,
FOXTROT/A). Ensure that ██████ ███ █████ ██ ████.
6. (TS//SI//REL) Prior to operation, ensure that the resonator crystal is tuned to the desired telluric leyline harmonic frequency. Refer to GLOWWORM/GABLE WINDOW.
7. (TS) █████ █████ ███ █████████. ██████ █████ ███ ████ ██ ███████
██. █████.
8. (TS//SI//REL) Once the operation area has been cleared, open the unit’s casing and activate the
etheric transducer by switching the toggle switch located on the top of the device casing. If the
resonator was activated successfully, the toggle switch indicator light will turn red. This indicates that
the unit is now psychotronically active.
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9. (TS//SI//REL) When the indicator light is on, the device is to be considered a Level 1 psychotronic
hazard (TC181 Epsilon / ISO blue-level). Personnel not certified in etheric resonance systems must
remain behind the 16-yard line.
10. (TS//SI//REL) Ensure that ██████ █████ ██ █████ █████.
11. (TS//SI) Once the unit has been activated, place one hand on the resonator. A tingling or burning
sensation indicates that █████ ███████ ███. In such an event, the unit is not suitable for use
and should be deactivated immediately. Clear the area and alert ASHDOWN WALTZ and QUARTZ
HADES personnel. If no tingling or burning sensation is present, the unit is now suitable for use.
12. (TS//SI//REL) Remove resonance crystal from housing and hold it with one or both hands.
13. (TS//SI//REL) While holding resonance crystal, begin visualising ley-line harmonic current at the
desired frequency. Visualisation may be auditory or visual in nature. Do not ███████ ████
██████ ██████.
14. (TS//OCC//SI//REL) The following diagrams are reproduced from GLOWWORM under
reclassification for illustrative purposes only. Refer as necessary.
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15. (TS//SI//REL) Wait for remote end to connect. The remote contact may be another human operator or
an other-than-human entity as specified by operational parameters. Depending on the particular nature
of the remote contact, its presence may be perceived as the sensation of being no longer alone, a sense
of intimacy, or the feeling of being watched.
16. (TS//SI//OCC) If the remote contact is an other-than-human entity, █████ ███ █████ ███.
██████ ████. Under no circumstances ███████ ████ ███████ ██. Ensure that
███████ ███ ██████ ████ ██████████. ███████ ██████ ██ ██████ ███
██████ is strictly forbidden.
17. (TS//SI//REL) Concentrate on desired trans-mental harmonic resonance frequency to initiate
connection as described in MOONDUST/BLACK HORIZON until connection is established.
18. (TS//OCC//NO-REL) ██████████ ████████ ████ ██████████████ ██████
██████████████ ████ ████ ██ ████████████ ██ ████████.
19. (TS//SI//NO-REL) After shutting down the unit, ensure that any unscheduled reality deviants are
terminated in accordance with BISHOP MERCY and ASHDOWN WALTZ guidelines. MERCURY
BLUE is available to be dispensed as necessary.
20. (TS//SI//REL) Post-operation checks should be conducted as described in BLACK HORIZON. The
unit must pass QUARTZ HADES inspection with SIGMA or higher (TC150 level 3) before being
returned to service.
21. (TS//OCC//SI//REL) The following diagrams are reproduced from GLOWWORM under
reclassification for reference purposes only. Refer as necessary.

